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Abstract. In the software domain, self-adaptive systems are able to
modify their behavior at run-time to respond to changes in the environment they run, to changes of the users’ requirements or to changes
occurring in the system it-self. In life science, biological cells are power
entities able to adapt to the (unpredictable) situations they incur in, in
a complete decentralized fashion. Learning adaptation mechanism from
the cell life-cycle, we propose in this paper a new architectural paradigm
for self-adaptive software systems.

1

Motivations and Background

Biological systems inspire systems design in many directions [4,6,5]. Among the
biological systems, cells represent a model for their ability to undergo adaptation
changes as a response to environmental stimuli. Each cell is able to check its
status, to duplicate (mitosis) and to kill itself (apoptosis) in case of need[1].
Stem cells are primitive cells with the singular ability to generate all other
types of cells and to give rise to progenitor cells in adult tissues able to substitute
ageing cells [1]. They, regardless of their origin, have three general properties:
(i) they are able to divide and renew themselves even after a long period of
inactivity, (ii) they are not specialized cells, that is they do not make work of a
speciﬁc organ or tissue and (iii) they give rise to several specialized cell types.
Once a stem cell is activated, depending on the type of internal or external
received signal, it may choose to mutually execute:
– Symmetric Stem Cell Division (SSCD) process, in which the stem cell
clones itself producing a new stem cell identical to it.
– Asymmetric Stem Cell Division (ASCD) process, a ﬁrst step of specialization, that originates as outcome of the stem cell and a new cell called
Transit Amplifying Cell (TAC) or progenitor cell. TAC is the real origin of
the (tissue) cell proliferation and it represents an intermediate cell that has
lost the status of stem and that can evolve into a tissue cell.
– Apoptosis (A) process, it happens when the stem cell is induced to diﬀerentiate into cells unable to enter in the cellular process and it is then sent
to death.
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TAC, in turn, can mutually start the Terminal Diﬀerentiation (TD) process
(that represents the ﬁnal speciﬁcation step), in which the cell passes to a speciﬁc
status (Diﬀerentiated Cell (DC)), depending on the type of tissue or organ in
which it is located; or the Apoptosis (A) process. TAC undergoes the apoptosis
if it occurs in an errors, or the generation from the stem cell fails in meeting
the required behavior speciﬁcation. Finally the DC may face either to mitosis
or apoptosis. Mitosis (M) is a process that substitutes the DC with two new
daughter cells of the same type (DC’).
The basic properties of the cell life-cycle that have inspired our paradigm
are (i) the reﬂective properties of stem cells, i.e. the ability to self-preservation
in spite of changes induced by the environment and (ii) the ability to capture
stimuli from the environment and generate the associated behaviors. This two
properties can be can be summarized as: a universal machine that can interpret
the signals from the environment and generate the code that implements the
desired functionality. The paradigm also embeds the cell apoptosis process [3] to
improve the eﬃciency of the whole system by means of the programmed death
of all cells that are no more useful as they are, and that cannot evolve any more.

2

Bio-inspired Paradigm for Self-adaptive Systems

The deﬁnition of the paradigm we propose is given by means of a mapping
between the paradigm entities and the cellular process concepts inspiring them.
Figure 1 shows such a mapping reporting at the left-side the cellular process
concepts whereas at the right-side the corresponding paradigm entities.
The key concept of the paradigm is the stem module that is inspired to the
stem cell. In our paradigm, we refer to multipotent stem cell as stem cell that
is able to generate diﬀerent types of diﬀerentiated cells as required by the organ
making up its environment. The organ establishes the boundary of the stem cell
specialization capabilities, limiting its generation power to the diﬀerentiated cells
of the tissues composing it. The organ concept is mapped to the functionalities
provided by the system. The system can evolve by adaptation in diﬀerent ways
always guaranteeing the core services (organ functionalities) as required by the
users. In other words, the organ functionalities and the user requirements represent the invariant for the biologic and software systems, respectively. In general,
the invariant (Inv) represents a collection of properties that meets system and
which must also be satisﬁed after successive and repeated adjustments induced
in the system. The stem cell represents a huge container of information, which
is capable if properly stimulated, to interpret signals from the environment and
generate the appropriate behaviour. In particular, the stem cell itself contains
all the means to understand the problem shaped as changes, and generate the
”solution”. It implements the basic functionalities that allow the cell to survive
and evolve over time, preserving them in a sort of kernel. In our metaphor, the
stem cell can be compared to the universal machine able to execute all possible behaviors throughout interpretation of the corresponding code. To improve
the eﬃciency of the paradigm, the stem module is devised as an engine able
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Fig. 1. Mapping from the Cell Life-cycle to the Self-adaptive Paradigm

to treat behaviors as data, interprets them to generate compiled code (i.e., the
Diﬀerentiated Module) implementing the new behavior.
Both the stem cell and the stem module are characterized by the reflection
property, i.e. the ability to self-renew, to capture changes in the system and
in its environment, and to generate code to implement diﬀerent, possible new,
behaviors in case of need.
Generate code suitable for the implementation of speciﬁc functionality is
equivalent to passing from a condition of generalization to one of specialization. This transition occurs through a series of steps or specialized functions
that we describe below. The ﬁrst step is one of the following division:
– ASMD (Asymmetric Stem Module Division), this process results in a ﬁrst
step of specialization: our universal machine in response to a given external
event, generates a specialized meta module software, called TAM (Transit
Amplifying Module), which represents a software module compiled with the
ability to further specialize into the ﬁnal code implementation of the functionalities associated to the event or to self eliminate, mimicking the cellular
concept of Apoptosis (A). Moreover, by exploiting the reﬂection ability of
the universal machine, it duplicates by creating an identical copy of itself.
– MASMD (Meta Asymmetric Stem Module Division), this process is very
similar to the one seen above, but there is no duplication of the universal
machine. This is because in most cases this is unnecessary and expensive
computationally. This process is not present in the cellular life-cycle. We
introduce it to improve the eﬃciency of the paradigm.
– SSMD (Symmetric Stem Module Division), this process results in a duplication of the universal machine only. This process is very rare also in biology,
as computationally expensive.
The next step of the specialization process, Terminal Diﬀerentiation (TD), is the
ﬁnal generation of specialized code, which in our paradigm is denoted by DM
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(Diﬀerentiated Module). This module represents the compiled code that will run
on the underlying hardware and exhibits the highest degree of eﬃciency. Again,
to improve the eﬃciency of the paradigm, TD step generates a DM maintaining
a copy of the TAM.
The concept of mitosis in our framework is very close to the one in the cellular
process. The diﬀerence is that in our paradigm, the production of multiple copies
does not imply the destruction of the original one. It will be denoted by MM
(Meta Mitosis).
In our paradigm, the running software system is composed by a stem module,
a set of TAM (one for each type) and a set of diﬀerentiated modules (possible
more instances coming from the same TAM type) implementing the application
speciﬁc functions. The stem module has the ability to face the unforeseeable
changes since it contains all the logic to generate new behaviors in case some
unforeseeable changes occur the system must adapt. Whereas the more specialized modules (i.e., the set of DM) provide the services required by users and
implement the adaptation logic to foreseen and foreseeable changes. In our mind,
the canonical feedback control loop (such as, the MAPE-K loop) [2] is implemented in the DMs either in a centralized or in distributed way. Finally, TAMs
implement an intermediate step of specialization between stem module and DM,
introduced to reduce the complexity of the specialization step, as it happens in
the cellular process. To improve the paradigm eﬃciency, we maintain a copy of
each type of generated TAM from which restarts the TD step in case of necessity
without to involve the stem module again.
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